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AVC'S MULTIPLE OPPORTUNITIES
CONNECT ARMENIANS
Narine Stepanian, a Los Angeles based attorney, has worked on a number of Armenian political asylum cases from
around the world, including Turkey and the republics of the former Soviet Union. She admits that she handles those
cases with extra zeal, in order to have the courts recognize the persecution that Armenians had suffered on the basis
of their ethnicity and religion.
Narine was born in Baku, Azerbaijan, where her family had lived for
generations. As in other parts of the Soviet Union, where national minorities spoke only Russian, Narine did not know Armenian while they
lived in Baku. Moreover, she experienced discrimination against Armenians both in Azerbaijan and Russia.
She jokingly admits that fighting for her Armenian identity "has built
my character, and maybe that is why I am a lawyer today." In 1991,
Narine and her family moved to San Francisco, where there was not a
large Armenian community.
She earned her bachelor's degree from UC Berkeley. In 2001, she obtained a Juris Doctorate from Hastings Law School. She worked for a
number of law firms until 2005, when she founded her own law firm.
In 2008, Narine met her husband, Gilbert and the couple relocated
to Los Angeles in order to be closer to the large Armenian diaspora
there. She credits her husband with teaching her to speak Armenian and
with encouraging her to take Armenian language courses. Narine and
Gilbert have three children: Edward, Robert and Christina. Narine's
children attend a local Armenian pre-school, where they are learning
Armenian.
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"I have read Raffi and Charents all in Russian and it bothered me that I was not able to read them in Armenian,"
says Narine. "My four year old boy, Edward, can read in Armenian now and he even does math in Armenian!"
After having children, Narine learned to read Armenian on her own in order to be able to read children's books to her
children every night. In the beginning, she would practice reading a book ahead of time in order to read it fluently in
front of her children.
After extensive online searches, Narine came across the Armenian Virtual College and immediately signed up for
the Armenian language course. That was in April of 2013, and she has already completed three courses of Eastern
Armenian. She says that she also intends to take Armenian literature courses.
Narine thinks that language is the key in understanding one's culture. "Culture is a treasure box, and language is the
key to open it. I think it is the first thing you lose when you begin losing your ethnic identity," adds Narine. "If you do
not learn the language you begin to lose that connection with other Armenians anywhere around the world, and you
just don't relate in the same way."
Narine says that AVC gave her the tools to learn Armenian and expand her vocabulary. She believes that AVC gives
Armenians all around the world a lifeline - an opportunity to preserve one's Armenian identity, and to protect it from
assimilation.
————————————————————————
ABOUT AVC
Initiated by the AGBU Silicon Valley Chapter, the Armenian Virtual College (AVC) is one of the world’s leading online higher
education institutions in Armenian Studies. Launched in 2009, AVC classes are open to anyone who is interested in Armenian
studies. AVC courses in Armenian language, history, culture and chess are offered in seven languages of instruction: Western
and Eastern Armenian, English, French, Russian, Spanish, and Turkish.
AVC delivers a virtual classroom to students who do not have access to traditional, face-to-face Armenian educational programs, while supplementing the curriculum of those who do. Lessons are tailored to each student’s individual needs - regardless
of their age, country of residence or knowledge level - to ensure that all can benefit from this unique resource.
With the latest advances in the world of virtual education, AVC’s mission is to create a virtual learning community that fosters
cultural, education and social ties across the globe. To date, approximately 3,000 students have enrolled from over 65 countries,
getting an Armenian education - anytime, anywhere!
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